Are you interested in joining an international planning team of youth and WWF staff and helping to design a 10–day youth exchange in Croatia for summer 2016?

The working title is:

“Fishing for answers” - Connecting with our oceans: sustainability, global fisheries, and the people who depend upon them.

We are looking for 1-2 volunteers from each of the 4 countries listed above who would like to actively participate in preparing an Erasmus+ application, and if awarded, help in the preparation of the program.

Your profile:
- interest in the topics and assisting in the exchange
- 15 - 25 years old (if older, serving as a “coach“)
- experience in designing youth trainings, workshops, a plus.

If you would like to volunteer, please contact us by 11.12.: 

AT: Nathan Spees       nathan.spees@wwf.at
BG: Ekaterina Voynova   evoynova@wwfdep.bg
HR: Danijel Kanski     dkanski@wwfadria.org
IT: Simona dalla Riva   wwftrieste@gmail.com
What’s expected of me?

The planning team will design the 10-day program that will be used for the Erasmus+ application (due 02.02.2016). Planning team members are expected to:

- Be available between 16.12. – 02.02.;
- Participate in 2-3 skype calls (ca. 1-2 hours each) for the planning of the exchange (first call will be 16.12. @ 14:00);
- Active participation in designing the program (agenda): providing ideas, suggestions;
- If project is awarded, assistance in further designing and implementing the program and participation in the event (if interested).

Interested?

Please answer the following questions in an email by 11.12. briefly (please just write a few sentences per question so that we can better select the planning team).

- Why do you want to participate?
- Are you able to communicate effectively in English?
- What is your interest/connection to the topics? (fisheries, sustainability, oceans, global connections, etc.)
- Do you have any experience with other youth exchanges, trainings, workshops? If so, what?
- Do you realize that this is a volunteer position?

Please send an email to the appropriate country contact by 11.12.:

AT: Nathan Spees  nathan.spees@wwf.at
BG: Ekaterina Voynova  evoynova@wwfdcp.bg
HR: Danijel Kanski  dkanski@wwfadria.org
IT: Simona dalla Riva  wwfrieste@gmail.com

Brief overview of the Exchange 2016

Location: Croatia, likely the island of Dugi Otok

Dates: End of August—beginning of September 2016

Participants: Total ca. 40 - 10 participants from each country (AT, BG, HR, IT)

Themes: Sustainable fishing, nature connection, global connections, active citizenship, marine protection

Possible Activities:
- workshops
- waking tours
- boat tours
- visit Marine Protected Areas
- visit local fish farms
- water recreation
- visit University of Zadar (fisheries department)